
Occasionally something in the Paramount's archive really stands out, as is
the case here. The printed page in the first image came from Jack Tillmany's
collection a few years ago. I discovered that it was published in the trade
magazine "Motion Picture Herald", and then found the advertising and
reviews in the Oakland Tribune.
 
On June 30, an article in the Tribune announced:
"Because complex technical equipment must be installed for the showing,
the Paramount will be closed all day today until the preview and the regular
feature will not be shown."
 
Jack Tillmany observed:
"Unfortunately, this would have been the only opportunity to see 'Spartacus'
in Oakaland properly presented. After its 15 week roadshow engagement in
San Francisco at United Artists (22 July 1960-5 April 1961), it finally moved
over to Oakland to the Roxie, because of Blumenfeld's Universal 'connection'.  
That's where I had the misfortune of seeing it, in RoxieRama (aka
SmallScope) and glorious mono sound."
 
From Gary Meyer comes a personal anecdote:
"My favorite memory of the Paramount Theatre was attending what I think
was the very first public preview of 'Spartacus'... my brother and I went... Kirk
Douglas was there, Tony Curtis with then wife Janet Leigh and many others.
As the stars exited towards the limos out front, I was right up against the
limo and as Curtis and Leigh got into the car, I faked being run over and said
loudly... OH OH OH... as though my foot got run over and Leigh stuck her
head out of the back seat window and said...'Are you alright?'. Nothing like
getting attention, huh?"
 
The day after, July 1, 1960, a Tribune article read in part:
"More than 3,400 moviegoers made their way last night to the Paramount
Theatre to witness the first 'sneak' preview of Universal-International's 3 1/2
hour-long movie 'Saprtacus'. Among those attending the 'sneak', that wasn't
quite as secret as originally wished for by Hollywood brass, were two of the
film's principal performers, Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis and their wives.
Also present was director Stanley Kubrick, who has done a spactacular job of
directing his first epic film"
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"Reaction cards, which the viewers were asked to fill in, were zealously
guarded by studio officials who take these matters very seriously indeed. It is
well known in Hollywood that Oakland audience reaction is generally reliable
as a gauge of National opinions on movies, either as to their rejection or
acceptance. From comments overheard in the jammed lobby after the
lengthy film, it is safe to say that in 'Spartacus' , Universal-International has
one of the really big money-makers of all time."

"While the studio gave its two stars more 'protection' from their fans than
President Eisenhower generally gets, eager autograph hounds and curious
moviegoers waited patiently in front of the theatre before and after the
screening for the actors to appear. Douglas and Curtis were applauded
vigorously when they arrived as they made their way to their orchestra
seats."
 
Almost like being there ...
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